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Ragdoll - Daniel Cole 2017-04-04
Now an AMC Plus series starring Lucy Hale from the Producers of "Killing Eve" William Fawkes, a
controversial detective known as The Wolf, has just been reinstated to his post after he was suspended for
assaulting a vindicated suspect. Still under psychological evaluation, Fawkes returns to the force eager for
a big case. When his former partner and friend, Detective Emily Baxter, calls him to a crime scene, he’s
sure this is it: the body is made of the dismembered parts of six victims, sewn together like a puppet—a
corpse that becomes known as “The Ragdoll.” Fawkes is tasked with identifying the six victims, but that
gets dicey when his reporter ex-wife anonymously receives photographs from the crime scene, along with a
list of six names, and the dates on which the Ragdoll Killer plans to murder them. The final name on the list
is Fawkes. Baxter and her trainee partner, Alex Edmunds, hone in on figuring out what links the victims
together before the killer strikes again. But for Fawkes, seeing his name on the list sparks a dark memory,
and he fears that the catalyst for these killings has more to do with him—and his past—than anyone
realizes. With a breakneck pace, a twisty plot, and a wicked sense of humor, Ragdoll announces the arrival
of the hottest new brand in crime fiction.
Dark Objects - Simon Toyne 2022-07-12
Forensics expert Laughton Rees hunts an unusually clever killer who appears to be staging murder scenes
just for her in this twisty new psychological thriller by the bestselling author of the Sanctus trilogy. How do
you catch a killer if the victim doesn’t exist? A glamorous woman is murdered in her ultra-luxurious London
mansion and her husband goes missing. But according to public records, neither of them exists. The only
leads police have are several objects arranged around the woman’s body, including a set of keys and a book
called How to Process a Murder by Laughton Rees—a book that appears to have helped the killer
forensically cleanse the crime scene. Laughton Rees is an academic who doesn’t usually work live cases
after the brutal murder of her mother as a teen left her traumatized and emotionally scarred. But the
presence of her book at this scene draws her unwillingly into the high-profile investigation and media circus
that springs up around it. As the dark objects found beside the body lead her closer to the victim’s identity,
a dangerous threat to Laughton and her daughter emerges, as well as painful memories of her past related
to the man she has always blamed for her mother’s death: John Rees, Laughton’s father, the current
Metropolitan Chief Commissioner and a man she has not spoken to in twenty years. Laughton’s family was
destroyed once and she built herself a new one. Now, she has to face her darkest fears and help catch a
killer before this one is destroyed too.
The Tower - Simon Toyne 2013
The forbidden Citadel at the heart of the ancient Turkish city of Ruin opens its gates for the first time in
history. Why now, after centuries of secrecy? A deadly disease has erupted within, and threatens to spread
beyond its walls. Infected charity worker Gabriel Mann may hold the cure - but can one dying man stop an
epidemic? Without him Liv Adamsen, a former journalist, is vulnerable, surrounded by strangers in the
desert oasis that is her new home. Liv, however, has far bigger concerns than just her own life.
The Dead Detective - William Heffernan 2010-09-21
After being murdered as a child and brought back to life by two cops, Harry Doyle grew up to become a
homicide detective who has the uncanny ability to hear the whispers of murder victims, and he must put his
power to use to solve the murder of a beautiful woman who was also a notorious child molester.
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American Blood - Ben Sanders 2015-11-17
In Ben Sanders's American Blood, a former undercover cop now in witness protection finds himself pulled
into the search for a missing woman; film rights sold to Warner Bros with Bradley Cooper attached to star
and produce. After a botched undercover operation, ex-NYPD officer Marshall Grade is living in witness
protection in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Marshall's instructions are to keep a low profile: the mob wants him
dead, and a contract killer known as the Dallas Man has been hired to track him down. Racked with guilt
over wrongs committed during his undercover work, and seeking atonement, Marshall investigates the
disappearance of a local woman named Alyce Ray. Members of a drug ring seem to hold clues to Ray's
whereabouts, but hunting traffickers is no quiet task. Word of Marshall's efforts spreads, and soon the
worst elements of his former life, including the Dallas Man, are coming for him. Written by a rising New
Zealand star who has been described as "first rate," this American debut drops a Jack Reacher-like hero
into the landscape of No Country for Old Men.
Bad Guys - Anthony Bruno 2014-01-28
A crime thriller starring two FBI agents up against the mob: “This series dazzles with fast, intricate
plotting, terrific characters, and humor” (Publishers Weekly). Mike Tozzi and Cuthbert Gibbons were once
odd-couple partners in crimesolving. But Gibbons has gone into retirement—and Tozzi has just gone
renegade. After hot-headed Tozzi leaves a trail of bodies in his wake, Gibbons heads back to work to stop
him. Instead, the two of them team up—and uncover a secret crime family headed by a convicted mobster
pulling the strings from the safety of the witness protection program. But it’s when Tozzi gets involved with
the gangster’s sexy ex that the fur really starts to fly . . . “[A] crackling thriller . . . This slick, fast-moving
narrative offers interesting inside looks at the FBI and the Mafia and some delicious characters.”
—Publishers Weekly “Grisly . . . Tense . . . Good stuff.” —The Washington Post “The best fictional cop duo
around.” —People
Stop Me - Richard Jay Parker 2011-06-06
Shortlisted for the CWA John Creasey Dagger award. ...forward this email to ten friends if it ends up in my
inbox within a week I won’t slit the bitch’s throat Eleven women dead. One gruesome MO. When Leo
Sharpe’s wife Laura disappears and the Vacation Killer claims responsibility, Leo’s life is torn apart. But
there are significant differences in her case. Has Laura’s life been spared? Why? And for how long? For
Leo, the clock is ticking...he needs to do everything in his power to stop the killer before it’s too late.
Solomon Creed 2 - Simon Toyne 2017-06-15
'Who is Solomon Creed? He's the hero of an epic new series of thrillers. Simple as that' Mark BillinghamThe
second book in an electrifying new thriller series from Sunday Times bestselling author, Simon Toyne. Who
is Solomon Creed? A dangerous psychiatric patient, who has escaped from a high-security facility in
America, or an innocent amnesiac trying to establish his true identity?His search for the truth about himself
takes Solomon to the beautiful southern French town of Cordes. But his arrival coincides with the brutal
murder of an elderly French tailor, the words 'Finishing what was begun' daubed in blood on the
walls.Instinctively, Solomon knows he must help the tailor's granddaughter and great grandson escape, and
together they go on the run. Their flight, though, will set in motion a terrible sequence of events, leading to
the exposure of a far-reaching conspiracy with its origins in the Holocaust but with terrible consequences
for modern-day Europe. And what will it mean for Solomon himself?
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The Key: Part One - Simon Toyne 2013-03-07
This book has been serialized into 4 parts – this is PART 1 OF 4. TRY THIS BESTSELLING THRILLER FOR
A SPECIAL PRICE. Conspiracy thrillers don’t come bigger or better than THE KEY – from the author of the
bestselling thriller debut of 2011, SANCTUS. Please note that the map in this ebook is best displayed on
tablet devices
She Rides Shotgun - Jordan Harper 2017-06-06
*WINNER OF A 2018 EDGAR AWARD FOR BEST DEBUT NOVEL* *WINNER OF AN ALEX AWARD FROM
THE ALA* NAMED A BEST BOOK OF 2017 BY St. Louis Post-Dispatch • Booklist A propulsive, gritty novel
about a girl marked for death who must fight and steal to stay alive, learning from the most frightening
man she knows—her father. Eleven-year-old Polly McClusky is shy, too old for the teddy bear she carries
with her everywhere, when she is unexpectedly reunited with her father, Nate, fresh out of jail and driving
a stolen car. He takes her from the front of her school into a world of robbery, violence, and the constant
threat of death. And he does it to save her life. Nate made dangerous enemies in prison—a gang called
Aryan Steel has put out a bounty on his head, counting on its members on the outside to finish him off.
They’ve already murdered his ex-wife, Polly’s mother. And Polly is their next target. Nate and Polly’s lives
soon become a series of narrow misses, of evading the bad guys and the police, of sleepless nights in
motels. Out on the lam, Polly is forced to grow up early: with barely any time to mourn her mother, she
must learn how to take a punch and pull off a drug-house heist. She finds herself transforming from a shy
little girl into a true fighter. Nate, in turn, learns what it’s like to love fiercely and unconditionally—a love
he’s never quite felt before. But can their powerful bond transcend the dangerous existence he’s carved out
for them? Will they ever be able to live an honest life, free of fear? She Rides Shotgun is a gripping and
emotionally wrenching novel that upends even our most long-held expectations about heroes, villains, and
victims. Nate takes Polly to save her life, but in the end it may very well be Polly who saves him.
Promise You Won't Tell? - John Locke 2017-07-06
¿I think something might have happened to me Saturday night. Something bad.¿Private Investigator Dani
Ripper¿s client list is nuttier than the Looney Tunes conga line, but she diligently solves one crazy case
after another, waiting for a game-changer. Enter Riley Freeman, 17-year-old honor student.Saturday
afternoon Riley quietly placed a little strawberry sticker on her private area and pretended it was a tattoo.
She didn¿t tell anyone about it. That night she went to a slumber party that featured drinking and boys.
Riley fell asleep, woke up the next day with no reason to think anything happened¿¿Until Monday, at
school, when a classmate called her Strawberry.Coincidence or crime? Dani agrees to investigate. And the
roller coaster ride begins.
The Darkest Lies - Solomon Carter 2018-03-09
The stunning new crime mystery from Solomon Carter. DETECTIVE INSPECTOR JOE HOGARTH
UNCOVERS THE TRUTH BEHIND A NIGHTCLUB MURDER. AND HOGARTH HAS A SORDID SECRET OF
HIS OWN. SOME SECRETS ARE SO DARK, SO DEADLY, THEY CAN'T BE HIDDEN WITHOUT
CONSEQUENCES... DI Hogarth, DS Sue Palmer and DC Simmons are called to a murder at a seaside
nightclub. Jake Drummond, a big man with a reputation for extortion, has been stabbed to death. No one
saw the killer strike. A young man disappeared from the scene moments before the murder. The young man
has no clear motive, and was gone seconds before Drummond was killed. But Hogarth can't let go of his
suspicions. He decides to track down the missing youth... And soon discovers the motive for the murder is
far older, and far darker than he could have imagined. One man goes missing and a ghost from the past
reappears as the darkest lies of two generations are ruthlessly exposed. One cop takes justice into her own
hands. And another may pay the ultimate price. AS HOGARTH AND THE TEAM PEEL BACK THE LAYERS
OF CRIME, THE BODYCOUNT STARTS TO CLIMB... DI Hogarth's reputation hangs in the balance. And one
cop's life hangs by a thread. Secret Affairs. Lies and Betrayal. Murder. And Hogarth's personal life is
heading for a crisis. In an epic conclusion, DI Hogarth and his team race against time to stop a killer who
watches their every move. Perfect for fans of Angela Marsons, Ian Rankin, Val McDermid and Ruth Rendell,
Helen Durrant, Joy Ellis and LJ Ross. If you love to read gripping detective thrillers with flawed characters
and police procedurals with shocking twists and a noir flavour, then the DI Hogarth Darkest series is for
you. Readers have described the Darkest series as a best fit for fans of British crime thrillers, Female
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detective novels, British crime mysteries, Police Procedurals, Heist crime thrillers and Noir crime thrillers.
A detective murder mystery packed with danger and thrills - The Darkest Lies is a crime novel you won't
want to put down. Setting: Southend-on-sea: Just over an hour from London. A tough and densely-packed
suburban town. A place where wealth and glamour sit cheek-by-jowl with addiction, poverty and crime,
sandwiched between the sparkling Thames Estuary and a semi-rural hinterland of fields and marshes.
When he transferred to the Essex coast, ex-Met Detective Joe Hogarth might have imagined he was signing
up for sun, sea and semi-retirement. But the merry hell of Southend might just have him beat. It's a good
thing this DI doesn't know when to quit... THE DI HOGARTH DARKEST SERIES THE DARKEST LIES THE
DARKEST GRAVE THE DARKEST DEED THE DARKEST TRUTH (coming soon). NOVEL SERIES BY
SOLOMON CARTER: LONG TIME DYING series featuring private investigators Eva Roberts and Dan
Bradley THE LAST LINE LUCK AND JUDGMENT LONDON CALLING THE FINAL TRICK For more
information visit SolomonCarter.net
Glass House - Brian Alexander 2017-02-14
For readers of Hillbilly Elegy and Strangers in Their Own Land WINNER OF THE OHIOANA BOOK
AWARDS AND FINALIST FOR THE 87TH CALIFORNIA BOOK AWARDS | NAMED A BEST/MOST
ANTICIPATED BOOK OF 2017 BY: New York Post • Newsweek • The Week • Bustle • Books by the Banks
Book Festival • Bookauthority.com The Wall Street Journal: "A devastating portrait...For anyone wondering
why swing-state America voted against the establishment in 2016, Mr. Alexander supplies plenty of
answers." Laura Miller, Slate: "This book hunts bigger game. Reads like an odd?and oddly satisfying?fusion
of George Packer’s The Unwinding and one of Michael Lewis’ real-life financial thrillers." The New Yorker :
"Does a remarkable job." Beth Macy, author of Factory Man: "This book should be required reading for
people trying to understand Trumpism, inequality, and the sad state of a needlessly wrecked rural America.
I wish I had written it." In 1947, Forbes magazine declared Lancaster, Ohio the epitome of the all-American
town. Today it is damaged, discouraged, and fighting for its future. In Glass House, journalist Brian
Alexander uses the story of one town to show how seeds sown 35 years ago have sprouted to give us
Trumpism, inequality, and an eroding national cohesion. The Anchor Hocking Glass Company, once the
world’s largest maker of glass tableware, was the base on which Lancaster’s society was built. As Glass
House unfolds, bankruptcy looms. With access to the company and its leaders, and Lancaster’s citizens,
Alexander shows how financial engineering took hold in the 1980s, accelerated in the 21st Century, and
wrecked the company. We follow CEO Sam Solomon, an African-American leading the nearly all-white
town’s biggest private employer, as he tries to rescue the company from the New York private equity firm
that hired him. Meanwhile, Alexander goes behind the scenes, entwined with the lives of residents as they
wrestle with heroin, politics, high-interest lenders, low wage jobs, technology, and the new demands of
American life: people like Brian Gossett, the fourth generation to work at Anchor Hocking; Joe Piccolo, firsttime director of the annual music festival who discovers the town relies on him, and it, for salvation; Jason
Roach, who police believed may have been Lancaster’s biggest drug dealer; and Eric Brown, a local football
hero-turned-cop who comes to realize that he can never arrest Lancaster’s real problems.
The Boy Who Saw - Simon Toyne 2018-04-19
"In this second gripping thriller featuring Solomon Creed following The Searcher, he must stop a killer
whose origins stretch back for generations, to the closing days of World War II"-Dark Objects - Simon Toyne 2022-07-07
'Count to three,' her mother told her, the last words she would ever speak.
The Tower - Simon Toyne 2013-06-11
In The Tower, the thrilling conclusion to Simon Toyne’s bestselling Sanctus trilogy, an ominous countdown
has begun that some believe could be the first sign of an imminent global catastrophe. Toyne’s latest
thriller opens at the NASA Control Center in Maryland where the center’s director has gone missing and all
that can be found is a bizarre message on his computer screen. FBI Agent J. J. Shepherd believes some of
this might be related to an explosion at the Citadel, a secretive monastery in Ruin, Turkey; the viral
outbreak that followed there; and the chilling disappearance of a woman named Liv Adamsen. As strange
events and natural disasters occur around the world, Liv searches for the final secrets of the prophecy,
while inside the walls of the Ruin, her lover, Gabriel Mann, infected by the virus, battles to survive. Is this
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the end of days? In the tradition of Dan Brown’s The DaVinci Code and Steve Berry’s The Columbus Affair,
The Tower will keep you riveted until the very last twist.
Closer I Get - Paul Burston 2019-05-11
Tom is a successful author, but he's struggling to finish his novel. His main distraction is an online admirer,
Evie, who simply won't leave him alone. Evie is smart, well-read, and unstable; social-media friendships are
not only her escape, but everything she has. When she's hit with a restraining order, her world is turned
upside down, and Tom is free to live his life again, to concentrate on writing. But things aren't really adding
up. For Tom is distracted but also addicted to his online relationships, and when they take a darker, more
menacing turn, he feels powerless to change things. Maybe he needs Evie more than he's letting on. A
compulsive thriller, The Closer I Get is also a searing commentary on the fragility and insincerity of online
relationships, and the danger that can lurk just one "like" away.
Woman 99 - Greer Macallister 2020-01-15
"Woman 99 is a gorgeous ode to the power of female courage."--Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling
author of The Alice Network A vivid historical thriller about a young woman whose quest to free her sister
from an infamous insane asylum risks her sanity, her safety, and her life. When Charlotte Smith's wealthy
parents commit her beloved sister Phoebe to the infamous Goldengrove Asylum, Charlotte knows there's
more to the story than madness. She risks everything and follows her sister inside, surrendering her real
identity as a privileged young lady of San Francisco society to become a nameless inmate, Woman 99. The
longer she stays, the more she realizes that many of the women of Goldengrove aren't insane, merely
inconvenient -- and that her search for the truth threatens to dig up secrets that some very powerful people
would do anything to keep. Rich in detail, deception, and revelation, Woman 99 honors the fierce women of
the past, born into a world that denied them power but underestimated their strength.
The Killing Kind - Chris Holm 2015-08-27
Michael Hendricks is not a good man. He doesn't deserve a good life. But he is very good at his job. He's
the killing kind. He knows he's a bad person, but he still has a code: he doesn't work for anyone but himself,
and he never kills civilians. He only hits hitters. It's not a bad way to make a living, but it's a great way to
make enemies. And now the FBI and the mafia have Hendricks in their sights, he's about to learn just how
good he really is...
Bestselling Conspiracy Thriller Trilogy: Sanctus, The Key, The Tower - Simon Toyne 2014-02-27
The complete SANCTUS trilogy including an EXCLUSIVE FOREWORD from bestselling author Simon
Toyne, whose apocalyptic conspiracy thrillers have set the world alight...
The Key - Simon Toyne 2012-06-19
Simon Toyne’s breathtaking international bestseller, Sanctus, had critics everywhere cheering, calling the
author the new Dan Brown (The Da Vinci Code) or Steve Berry (The Jefferson Key), while praising Toyne’s
debut thriller as “remarkable,” “thrilling,” “provocative,” “haunting,” and “spectacular.” The adventure
continues with The Key, returning readers to the dark world of a sinister religious order older than
Christianity and their Vatican-like secret citadel high in the Turkish mountains—as one courageous woman
must fulfill an enigmatic prophecy that could determine the ultimate fate of humankind. James Rollins,
Raymond Khoury, and Chris Kuzneski fans will not want to miss this one.
Sister - Rosamund Lupton 2011-12-20
"Lupton enters the highly charged ring where the best psychological detective writers spar... Like Kate
Atkinson, Patricia Highsmith and Ruth Rendell… Both tear-jerking and spine-tingling, Sister provides an
adrenaline rush that could cause a chill on the sunniest afternoon." —The New York Times Book Review
When her mom calls to tell her that Tess, her younger sister, is missing, Bee returns home to London on the
first flight. She expects to find Tess and give her the usual lecture, the bossy big sister scolding her flighty
baby sister for taking off without letting anyone know her plans. Tess has always been a free spirit, an artist
who takes risks, while conservative Bee couldn’t be more different. Bee is used to watching out for her
wayward sibling and is fiercely protective of Tess (and has always been a little stern about her antics). But
then Tess is found dead, apparently by her own hand. Bee is certain that Tess didn’t commit suicide. Their
family and the police accept the sad reality, but Bee feels sure that Tess has been murdered. Single-minded
in her search for a killer, Bee moves into Tess's apartment and throws herself headlong into her sister's lifesolomon-creed-the-only-thriller-you-need-to-read-this-year

-and all its secrets. Though her family and the police see a grieving sister in denial, unwilling to accept the
facts, Bee uncovers the affair Tess was having with a married man and the pregnancy that resulted, and her
difficultly with a stalker who may have crossed the line when Tess refused his advances. Tess was also
participating in an experimental medical trial that might have gone very wrong. As a determined Bee gives
her statement to the lead investigator, her story reveals a predator who got away with murder--and an
obsession that may cost Bee her own life. A thrilling story of fierce love between siblings, Sister is a
suspenseful and accomplished debut with a stunning twist.
The Malta Escape - Chris Kuzneski 2018-11-09
The #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER!!! AN ANCIENT TREASURE: While visiting the scenic country of
Malta, Jonathon Payne and David Jones bump into an old friend, who has come to the islands to search for a
long-lost treasure of the Knights Hospitallers, an organization that dates back to the First Crusade in 1099
AD. A VENGEFUL CRIMINAL: When Ivan Volkov—the ruthless leader of a Russian crime syndicate—is
betrayed, he is willing to do anything to get retribution. Protected by a team of hackers and henchmen, he
travels to the Mediterranean where he leaves a trail of bodies in his wake. A FINAL SHOWDOWN: Before
returning home, Volkov learns about the ancient hoard, one with possible ties to Paul I and the Russian
Empire. With pride and riches on the line, he focuses his wrath on the only people who stand in his way, but
Payne and Jones refuse to back down as they try to locate one of the most important treasures of antiquity,
while battling one of the world’s most dangerous criminals in a deadly fight to the finish.
The Key - Simon Toyne 2013-06-25
Hunted. Hounded. Haunted. She is the most important person in the world. She is the key Journalist Liv
Adamsen has escaped from the secretive Citadel in the ancient city of Ruin and now lies in isolation, staring
at hospital walls as blank as her memory. Despite her inability to recall her past, something strange is
stirring within her. She feels possessed by a sensation she can't name and plagued by whispers only she
can hear: "KuShiKaam," the key. At the center of events that defy explanation and hunted by someone she
believes is trying to kill her, Liv turns to the only person she can trust—a foundation worker named Gabriel
Mann. Together they must elude capture and journey to the place where all life began. From New York to
Rome to the deserts of the Middle East, worlds collide in a race to uncover a revelation dating from the
creation of man in this electrifying follow-up to the international bestseller Sanctus.
Who Farted? - Joseph Balderrama 2015-02-10
The people in these photographs might appear to be the picture of elegance and sophistication, but some of
them have revealed a little more than they intended -- and it hasn’t gone unnoticed. That’s right: wind has
been broken, gas has been passed, bodily vapors expelled, flatulence indulged in. Can you guess who’s
responsible? This hilarious gift book demonstrates why toilet humor endures -- even after repeat flushings.
The Boy Who Saw - Simon Toyne 2017-07-04
Solomon Creed, the enigmatic hero introduced in The Searcher, must stop a killer tied to a conspiracy
stretching back over generations to the dying days of World War II. Solomon Creed has no recollection of
who he is, or where he comes from. The only solid clue to his identity is a label stitched in his jacket that
reads: "This suit was made to treasure for Mr. Solomon Creed." The jacket fits perfectly, and so does the
name, but there is a second name on the label, the name of the tailor who made the suit and an address in
southern France. Solomon heads to France in search of this man, hoping to discover more about who he is.
But instead of answers he finds a bloody corpse, the Star of David carved into his chest and the words
"Finishing what was begun" daubed in blood on the wall. When the police discover Solomon at the crime
scene they suspect he is the murderer and lock him up. Solomon must escape to clear his name and solve
the mystery of why the last remaining survivors of a notorious Nazi death camp are being hunted down and
murdered. Only by saving these survivors from evil can Solomon hope to piece together the truth about a
decades-old conspiracy as well as discover the key to his own identity.
When I Was White - Sarah Valentine 2019-08-06
The stunning and provocative coming-of-age memoir about Sarah Valentine's childhood as a white girl in
the suburbs of Pittsburgh, and her discovery that her father was a black man. At the age of 27, Sarah
Valentine discovered that she was not, in fact, the white girl she had always believed herself to be. She
learned the truth of her paternity: that her father was a black man. And she learned the truth about her
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own identity: mixed race. And so Sarah began the difficult and absorbing journey of changing her identity
from white to black. In this memoir, Sarah details the story of the discovery of her identity, how she
overcame depression to come to terms with this identity, and, perhaps most importantly, asks: why? Her
entire family and community had conspired to maintain her white identity. The supreme discomfort her
white family and community felt about addressing issues of race–her race–is a microcosm of race
relationships in America. A black woman who lived her formative years identifying as white, Sarah's story is
a kind of Rachel Dolezal in reverse, though her "passing" was less intentional than conspiracy. This memoir
is an examination of the cost of being black in America, and how one woman threw off the racial identity
she'd grown up with, in order to embrace a new one.
The Storytellers - Mark Rubinstein 2021-07-20
Have you ever read a suspense novel so good you had to stop and think to yourself, “How did the author
come up with this idea? Their characters? Is some of this story real?” For over five years, Mark Rubinstein,
physician, psychiatrist, and mystery and thriller writer, had the chance to ask the most well-known authors
in the field just these kinds of questions in interviews for the Huffington Post. Collected here are interviews
with forty-seven accomplished authors, including Michael Connelly, Ken Follett, Meg Gardiner, Dennis
Lehane, Laura Lippman, and Don Winslow. These are their personal stories in their own words, much of the
material never before published. How do these writers’ life experiences color their art? Find out their
thoughts, their inspirations, their candid opinions. Learn more about your favorite authors, how they work
and who they truly are.
Sophie's World - Jostein Gaarder 2007-03-20
One day Sophie comes home from school to find two questions in her mail: "Who are you?" and "Where
does the world come from?" Before she knows it she is enrolled in a correspondence course with a
mysterious philosopher. Thus begins Jostein Gaarder's unique novel, which is not only a mystery, but also a
complete and entertaining history of philosophy.
The Short and Tragic Life of Robert Peace - Jeff Hobbs 2015-07-28
Traces a young man's effort to escape the dangers of the streets and his own nature after graduating from
Yale, describing his youth in violent 1980s Newark, efforts to navigate two fiercely insular worlds and lifeending drug deals. 75,000 first printing.
When God Stopped Keeping Score - R. A. Clark 2009-12
Anger... Resentment... Guilt... Pain... For millions of people, not every prison comes with a set of bars.
That's because at some point, no matter who you are, regardless of your race, creed, religion or even
gender, everyone has suffered at the hands of another person. You are not alone. The question is whether
this wrong happened two minutes or twenty years ago, whether this person is living or dead, why are you
still allowing yourself to suffer because of it? Why is this pain still being allowed to destroy the very
relationships that you have with your friends, family, God and even yourself? There is help, but are you
ready to accept it? In this ground breaking study of the power of forgiveness, R.A. Clark, an award-winning
educator and life coach, challenges not only what you thought that you knew about forgiveness, but also
questions the heavy emotional price that you are willing to pay to live without it. In a world where it is hard
to love and there is so much to hate, finally somebody will tell the truth about the lies that we tell ourselves
about forgiveness. Including... - Why you should never forgive and forget? - When is the right time to
forgive anyone for anything? - Why your "silence" maybe slowly destroying your family? - The only biblical
way that there is to forgive anyone. - Also, discover just who is the one person that you should always
forgive, even when your heart tells you not to. Prepare yourself. This book is the first step in a remarkable
journey to help you to become the spouse, parent, and/or friend that you were truly meant to be; the one
person that many people wish they were and others only pretend to be.
The Alchemist’s Secret (Ben Hope, Book 1) - Scott Mariani 2009-06-05
THE #1 BESTSELLER Introducing the explosive first Ben Hope adventure 'Non-stop action – this book
delivers’ STEVE BERRY
Above Us Only Sky - Michele Young-Stone 2015-03-03
Seeking her place in the world, sixteen-year-old Prudence Eleanor Vilkas, who was born with a pair of
wings molded to her back, which were surgically removed, discovers a miraculous lineage of women who
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were all connected by the gift of wings.
Prohibition A - Mike Hockney 2016-05-02
She’s their best agent. Now they’ve given her a new mission. Sarah Harris must kill presidential candidate
Robert Montcrieff on his wedding day in St Patrick’s Cathedral in Manhattan. There’s just one problem:
Sarah is Montcrieff’s bride. She has one week to persuade them they’ve made a terrible mistake. Her
frantic search for answers will bring her face to face with Sin for Salvation, an ancient cult with murderous
rituals. Its members aspire to commit an ultimate sin known as Prohibition A. The cult preaches a
hypersexual creed that has seduced Wall Street’s highest flyers. They enlist recruits in the world’s most
exclusive nightclub, revolving around a sado-masochistic fantasy journey through Dante’s nine circles of
hell. But when its wealthy clientele leave the club, it’s neither lust nor lucre they have on their minds. It’s
murder.
The Night Stalker - Clare Donoghue 2017-08-10
'This is just my kind of book' - Ann Cleeves. The Night Stalker is a compelling crime thriller from Clare
Donoghue. Dead Woman's Ditch. The site of a grisly two-hundred-year-old murder – and a recent hit and
run. When a young woman's body is found at the macabre landmark in Somerset's Quantock Hills, DI Mike
Lockyer and Sergeant Jane Bennett are called in to investigate. They find a community gripped by fear and
superstition. The locals won't venture out at night, believing there's a man stalking the hills; a phantom
cloaked in folklore and legend, keeping the sinister legacy of Dead Woman's Ditch alive. Confronted by a
hostile CID team and a murder victim with close ties to their own squad, Lockyer and Bennett will have to
accept what they can't see before they can find what's really there . . . The Night Stalker follows Trust No
One in this compelling crime series.
The Silent Child - MJ White 2022-11-03
‘Cora is a character you won’t forget.’ Steve Cavanagh, author of The Devil’s Advocate A murdered
schoolteacher. A police force under attack. A teen hiding secrets beneath silence. When a body is
discovered at an abandoned Suffolk farm, DS Rob Minshull and the squad believes it’s the latest casualty of
the drugs war terrorising rural communities. But when the victim is identified as a well-respected local
teacher, the case is thrown wide open. While they hunt the murderer, the South Suffolk CID team face a
new threat. A brutal vigilante group dispensing their own twisted justice puts the investigation in grave
danger, as well as the detectives. Educational psychologist, Dr Cora Lael, is called in to work with Lottie
Arundel, a troubled teen who stopped speaking a year ago. As Cora enters Lottie’s world, it seems that the
teen’s silence might hold the key to the case. But as Cora and Rob work together to find a vicious killer, it’s
clear that uncovering Lottie’s secrets will take Cora and Rob into the most dangerous of places – where the
price to pay for the truth might be death... Praise for MJ White: ‘Had me gripped from the moment I started
reading it! One of the best thrillers of 2022.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader Review ‘An unusual premise and an engaging
cast of characters. I flew through it.’ Mari Hannah, author of Her Last Request and Without a Trace ‘A
corker of a debut with a brilliantly drawn main character.’ Simon Toyne, author of Solomon Creed
‘Gripping, full of twists and unpredictability that had me guessing until the end. I couldn’t put it down.’
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader Review ‘I was well and truly hooked...The writing was well researched, the storyline gripping,
and the characters were spot on!...This was fantastic! Would definitely recommend!’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader Review
‘This was excellent... There were many twists and I loved the plot development...I will pick up anything by
this author in the future!’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader Review ‘Wow! What a fantastic story...I read it in a day, just
couldn’t put it down.’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader Review ‘Suspense, intrigue, great police work and a great storyline! It
definitely had my heart pumping!’ Reader Review ‘Truly could not put this down... so many twists and
turns... Great characters who are also believable’ ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Reader Review ‘Touchingly compassionate,
desperately exciting and achingly well-written...a superlative crime novel’ Rob Parker, author of Far From
The Tree
Broken Promise - Simon Toyne 2018-05
Solomon Creed - Simon Toyne 2015-09-10
HOW CAN HE SAVE A MAN WHO IS ALREADY DEAD? ‘Compelling, vivid and profound’ PETER JAMES ‘A
fast-moving thriller that makes for an exhilarating read. Perfect for any fans of Lee Child’ SUN ‘Who is
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Solomon Creed? He's the hero of an epic new series of thrillers. Simple as that’ MARK BILLINGHAM
Sanctus - Simon Toyne 2011-09-06
One man’s sacrifice shocks the world . . . One woman’s courage threatens a conspiracy as old as humankind
. . . And some will do anything—anything—to keep their secrets in the dark. Sanctus A man climbs a cliff
face in the oldest inhabited place on earth, a mountain known as the Citadel, a Vatican-like city-state that
towers above the city of Ruin in modern-day Turkey. But this is no ordinary ascent. It is a dangerous,
symbolic act. And thanks to the media, it is an event witnessed by the entire world. Few people understand
its consequence. But for foundation worker Kathryn Mann and a handful of others, it’s evidence that a
revolution is at hand. For the Sancti, the cowled and secretive monks who live inside the Citadel, it could
mean the end of everything they have built. They will stop at nothing to keep what is theirs, and they will
break every law in every country and even kill to hold it fast. For American reporter Liv Adamsen, it spurs
the memory of the beloved brother she lost years before, setting her on a journey across the world and into
the heart of her own identity. There, she will make a discovery so shocking that it will change everything. . .

solomon-creed-the-only-thriller-you-need-to-read-this-year

.
King Solomon's Curse (Wilde/Chase 13) - Andy McDermott 2019-09-10
Following on from THE MIDAS LEGACY, Andy McDermott's new Wilde and Chase novel sees our daring
duo on the trail of a strange, ancient weapon of immense power hidden in a lost city deep in the African
jungle. Perfect for fans of Clive Cussler, Chris Kuzneski, Dan Brown and Scott Mariani. Nina Wilde is back
on the hunt. Now a presenter of her own TV documentary series, Nina is in Jerusalem. Clues found at the
Ark of the Covenant recovery site have led her to the ruins of the First Temple, buried beneath Temple
Mount. Within them, Nina spots an opening to a previously hidden chamber - a map room which contains a
model of a mysterious city thought to contain a great yet dangerous power hidden by King Solomon himself.
Analysing the clues, Nina believes that the city is located in the Democratic Republic of Congo, one of the
most dangerous locations on Earth. Eddie is in England with their daughter Macy but Nina's phone call is
about to change everything. He has had his own problems in the DRC in the past and he isn't about to let
Nina go there alone. Joining forces, Nina and Eddie are about to start a chain of events from which there
might be no return...
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